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Seven Churches Does Yours Fit In
As a Jew, Zola was constantly asked, “How did you get saved?,” as though Jewish salvation is hard to find in Scripture. In this thought-provoking Bible study, Zola turns the tables by asking, “How can a Gentile be saved?” An interesting, unique look at the grafting in of the Gentiles to God’s plan.
A most unusual book with a dramatic urgency, this writing is actually a word-for-word transcript of the teachings from our stunning television series of the same title. The Rapture, the Antichrist, the Third Temple, Armageddon, and the Second Coming are among the subjects considered, along with current world affairs leading to the
end. A “must read!”
In todays multicultural atmosphere, Christians struggle to hold steadfast to the Word of God. Doubt, sin, and false teachers beckon at every turn and do their best to derail our faith. Therefore, Christians need to don the armor of God and yield His sword. Rich in theological history and filled with hope, The Sword and Shield reveals how
Christians must embrace Gods word and stand firm in the belief of His eternal promise. Using his extensive theological knowledge, John W. Edwards III shares his personal journey of faith and demonstrates how todays Christian crusaders must remain diligent against Satans relentless attacks. Edwards examines the lives of several
biblical leaders, including Moses, Daniel, David, and Paul, to show how they anchored believers to Gods holy message. He then discusses ways in which Christians can wield the sword of truth by knowing Gods message, living within the character of Christ, and preparing to be tested each day. In this way, Christians can apply their
knowledge and discern between Gods truth and Satans lies. We are not measured to man, but measured to Gods word. Find your truth within Gods word and prepare to draw your sword!
Our Seven Churches
The Letters of St. Paul to Seven Churches and Three Friends
The Seven Feasts of Israel
Drama of the Age
Behind the Psychic Curtain
Transcribing Revelation
Let’s face it. Jesus is Jewish. He always was and He always will be. He never “converted” to anything. But it almost seems as though this fact is something to be spoken of in whispers. How could God’s son be one of them? How could the very founder of Christianity, that great, “non-Jewish” religion, get away with
being Jewish?
Transcribing Revelation is a book about the last book of the Bible, the Revelation of Jesus Christ. Christ has given us a message on what is to come and what to expect in the last days before his second coming. Transcribing Revelation is a step-by-step descriptive representation of the book of Revelation. It follows
the Bible closely in all its intricacy and complexity, made easy to understand. This book also includes twenty-four weeks of daily devotional, weekly journaling of your walk with Jesus Christ, daily prayers, and daily questions that will help you reflect in your soul. If you are serious about your faith, if you are
tired about your life, if you are searching for an answer, then I urge you to read this book, and let God fill your life.
A top New Testament scholar, preacher, and tour guide to the lands of the New Testament offers an informed commentary on this challenging portion of Scripture with an eye toward preaching the text. Jeffrey Weima explains the meaning of the seven "sermons" of Revelation 2-3 and provides sample sermons that show how
these ancient messages, despite their subtle Old Testament allusions and perplexing images, are relevant for the church today. The book includes photos, maps, and charts and is of interest to preachers, students, teachers, and Bible study groups.
Critical and practical lectures on the apocalyptical epistles to the seven Churches of Asia-Minor ... Revelation ii. & iii. To which is added, A lecture on Rev. i
Signs of The End
The Second Coming
Apocalyptic Sketches; or, Lectures on the Seven Churches of Asia Minor ... Eighth thousand
An Exposition of the First Three Chapters of the Book of the Revelation
Jesus—The Jew's Jew

Seven ChurchesDoes Yours Fit In?Zola Levitt Ministries
As a history book the Bible is unique, telling us about the future as well
reactions among Christians - some cannot get into it and others cannot get
extraordinary pressure. Suffering is the key to its understanding. It is a
A very different and very important study. Most people plan more carefully
How Can a Gentile Be Saved?
Seven Letters to Seven Churches

as the past. To become obsessed with either is to evade life’s challenges. Both perspectives are needed to live ‘over the circumstances’ of the present. The book of Revelation focuses on the future and can produce two
out of it!! We need a more balanced view of its significance. After all, it is the only book in the whole Bible to which God has attached a special blessing and an awful curse. It was written for ordinary people under
manual for martyrdom. As history draws to a close, all Christians need its message of warning and encouragement.
for a two-week vacation than for the seven years we will spend as guests in our Messiah’s Father’s house. What will we do during the time we spend among the “many mansions,” and how do we prepare for it?

“In My Father’s House”
The Seven Churches of Revelation
The Miracle of Passover
The trouble with Christians and the trouble with Jews is exactly the same: both subscribe to the God of Israel, the Creator God the God of Scripture but both have been remiss in actually reading Scripture. The different denominations of Christianity and of Judaism utilize Scripture
differently, but it is patently obvious that the vast majority in either camp doesn’t have a significant grasp of the Bible. The polyglot divisions of Christianity and the arguing factions of Judaism can all be traced back to a lack of knowledge of Scripture. Finally, the crucial difference
on the Messiah comes down to that same lack of knowledge.
“Equipping the body of Christ for personal ministry has been Bob’s life work. This practical, step-by-step manual is the mature fruit of that lifelong commitment.” —Paul David Tripp, author of Instruments in the Redeemer’s Hand Behind every spiritually fit church are leaders in the constant
process of preparing other members to become counselors who nurture “one-another ministry.” But the success of this mission requires a practical, results-driven process for training the next generation to serve. In Equipping Biblical Counselors, pastor and counselor Bob Kellemen shares a
proven strategy for envisioning, enlisting, equipping, and empowering new Christian counselors—a practical four-step process he has spent decades refining. With this book, Dr. Kellemen humbly comes alongside church leaders to help them assess their congregation’s strengths and weaknesses
shepherd new leaders with confidence and wisdom encourage the consistent spiritual growth God longs to see in his followers Invest where it matters most! Equipping Biblical Counselors reveals the steps ministry leaders can take to fulfill the calling in Ephesians 4:11-16 to embolden the body
of Christ to continue changing lives with his unchanging truth.
The final book of the Bible, Revelation prophesies the ultimate judgement of mankind in a series of allegorical visions, grisly images and numerological predictions. According to these, empires will fall, the "Beast" will be destroyed and Christ will rule a new Jerusalem. With an introduction
by Will Self.
Glory!
Has the Church Replaced Israel?
Letters to the Seven Churches
Broken Branches
The Future of the Believer
A Commentary on the Book of Revelation
William Barclay devotes two chapters to each of the seven churches addressed in the book of Revelation. One chapter characterizes the ancient city and the other comments on John's message to the members of that community. This reissue of an older Westminster Press title makes a welcome addition to the highly popular William
Barclay Library series. The William Barclay Library is a collection of books addressing the great issues of the Christian faith. As one of the world's most widely read interpreters of the Bible and its meaning, William Barclay devoted his life to helping people become more faithful disciples of Jesus Christ.
Churches, Just Like People, Need to Be Set Free From Spiritual Bondage Corporate sin robs the spiritual vitality and fruitfulness of churches, keeping them from being free in Christ. In Setting Your Church Free trusted authors Neil T. Anderson and Charles Mylander offer practical and life-giving tools for dealing biblically with corporate
sin in the church. Offering a balanced approach, this unique book takes into account the reality of the spiritual world as well as the need for correcting leadership and administration problems. You will discover how to · Unite around a common purpose · Deal with the power of memories that affect the present and future of the church ·
Defeat Satan's attacks, and · Move forward with a strong, effective action plan. Churches that put these steps into practice will be set free from bondage to walk in the freedom Christ offers.
The elegant and beautiful system of the special days of holy convocation and how each one has been or will be fulfilled in prophecy. An explanation of the commandments of Jehovah to Moses on Mount Sinai regarding the festival days and their deep significance. Passover, Unleavened Bread, First Fruits, Pentecost, Trumpets,
Atonement and Tabernacles are shown in all their glory.
Critical and Practical Lectures on the Apocalypitcal Epistles to the Seven Churches of Asia Minor ... Revelation II&III. To which is added, a lecture on Rev. I. ... general observations, etc
A physicist Looks at Creation
A Biblical Plan for Corporate Conflict Resolution
Does Yours Fit In?
The Seven Churches
Lecturs on the Seven Churches of Asia Minor

The Lord appeared to the Apostle John at Patmos and dictated the dramatic Revelation of Jesus Christ. He began with commentary on seven churches of the time, which has remained an object lesson for all generations. The seven churches of Asia as seen by the Head of the Church.
According to Professor Gerald Schroeder, a nuclear physicist from MIT, God s creation took 15 billion years, but also six twenty-four hour days as Scripture states! The answer lies in time dilation in our universe. Things that look very small, like distant stars, are actually very large. And times that seem very short, like six days for all of creation, become very long̶even as long as 15 billion
years. How can these things be? Just read this book.
The beautiful story of the wedding customs of Israel in Messiah s time and how He fulfilled these traditions in calling out His bride, the Church. A striking and inspiring example of scriptural logic and elegance.
Church Warnings! The Seven Churches of Revelation for Today with Teaching Notes
Genesis One
Equipping Biblical Counselors
Revelation
Today S Christian Crusader
The Trouble With Christians, The Trouble With Jews
O'Kirwan looks at what Christians can do to protect themselves and their families from those who would destroy their faith in Christ and lure them into Satan's camp. (Practical Life)
What can replace Israel and the Jews in God’s plan? Certainly not America and not the church. Nonetheless, well-intentioned denominations seem to have sprouted blinders to their heritage, the very roots of their Christianity. Let us restore the foundation to our Christianity and quit using Grace as an excuse to cast away the Jews and the Promised Land.
Two books in one. First: the Messiah’s own words of warning about the conditions that would prevail in the world at the end of God’s plan. Are we now approaching the Great Tribulation and the return of our King? Second: a new 45-page update on prophecy, archaeology and the Israeli church.
“The Beginning of the End!”
A Commentary and Guide
A Guide to Discipling Believers for One-Another Ministry
A Gothic Novel of Prague
The Seven Churches Not in the Book of Revelation
Setting Your Church Free
An insightful look at Peter’s stunning sermon based on Scripture from the Psalms and the Book of Joel. The last of the fulfilled prophetic feasts and the inception of the worldwide Church. The “birthday of the Church” explained as it happened on that dramatic day when the Holy Spirit came.
Prophecy studies often deal with the Tribulation, the Antichrist, Armageddon and other cataclysms to befall an unbelieving world. This delightful study deals with the happy events prophesied for the believers: the Rapture, the Marriage Supper, the Kingdom, etc. The future for those who believe.
A book to help leaders understand their church culture and adjust their leadership style for the body they serve.
The Sword and Shield
The Promised Land
The Spirit of Pentecost
A Christian Love Story
Seven Churches
The Sermons to the Seven Churches of Revelation

"Drama of the Age" - a fresh look at Revelation. Beginning with the initial vision and letters, it presents both the preparation and action of the divine drama. A must read!
Travel with Zola and the location television crew as they film in various parts of the Holy Land. An interesting and entertaining behind-the-scenes look at Israel, with photos and colorful descriptions of sites shown on our weekly programs.
A bloody, atmospheric modern classic of crime literature and one of the most haunting and terrifying thrillers to come out of Europe in recent years Written in the spirit of the sensational murder story and combined with a rich Gothic atmosphere, this tale, now translated
into 11 languages, traces the steps of a killer through the seven cathedrals of modern day Prague. The narrator, a policeman known simply as K, witnesses a bizarre accident followed by a series of mysterious murders. This event triggers a series of meetings with Gothic
characters who appear to be trying to reconstruct the medieval "golden age" of Prague in the reign of Charles IV under the noses if its modern-day inhabitants. The book's bloody and nightmarish plot will dazzle readers of thrillers, but ultimately the novel is much
more—it's a brilliant postmodern interpretation of the historical topography of late-medieval Prague and a vision of a civilization in decline.
The Millennium
The Epistles of Our Lord to the Seven Churches of Asia
Whose Land Is It?
The Messages to the Seven Churches of Asia Minor
Various theories of the Lord’s return and the Kingdom examined in detail. The return of the Lord and the establishment of His Kingdom on Earth. Exact scriptural information contrasting the Second Coming and the Rapture of the Church.
What if Jesus wrote a letter to your church? This eight-session LifeGuide Bible Study helps us engage with the words of Jesus in the seven letters to the seven churches in Revelation. Studying this Scripture with a group or individually allows us to ask some hard questions—of ourselves, of our leaders, and of the Lord.
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